Efficient alternative to changing the diesel particulate filter and the catalyst

The bluechemGROUP presents a new foam cleaner
Leutenberg, June 1st 2015 – With its DPF/Catalyst Cleaner the bluechemGROUP has developed an
efficient product for a blocked DPF or catalyst providing a full elimination of all contaminations. Thereby
it is not necessary to dismantle the affected vehicle parts making it possible to restore the full
performance of the car (ex works) in a short period of time.
After 80.000 km on average the diesel particulate filter respectively the catalyst has collected so much soot and
ash leading to a degradation of the engine performance. Especially the driving of short distances accelerates this
process. “Because the exhaust temperature does not become high enough the self-cleaning of the particulate
filter and the catalyst cannot be initiated”, the department for Research & Development of the bluechemGROUP
explains. “Also the use of low quality engine oil and contaminated air filters shorten the stability of the
components.”
Once the particulate filter/catalyst is full, the performance of the engine decreases and the mileage goes up. In
the worst case the engine breaks down or the car catches fire. That is why it is absolutely recommended to clean
the filter or catalyst early enough and thoroughly. Therefore the bluechemGROUP offers with its DPF/Catalyst
Cleaner from now on an optimal and efficient solution saving time and money.
Without any installation works the particulate filter/catalyst can be thoroughly cleaned in a short period of time.
For this purpose the effective cleaner is sprayed directly into the DPF/catalyst, where it spreads out over the
whole area because of its excellent creeping properties. Afterwards it turns into foam enclosing all contamination
particles. During a test drive after the process this compound is evaporated residue-free. The whole procedure
takes about one hour. Performed regularly it can provide a trouble-free driving over the whole life span of a
vehicle.

About the bluechemGROUP
The bluechemGROUP is a group of companies with global activities and partners in more than 100 countries. As
an umbrella brand it contains a wide range of products for cleaning, care and maintenance in the automotive and
industrial sector. The success of the group is based upon the development and patenting of consumption oriented
and environmentally friendly products of highest quality expanded by modern workshop, industry and service
concepts.
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